Archaeological Skills and Training Workshop
Historic Environment Scotland, Edinburgh, Tuesday 17th November 2015

Summary report
General
An ‘impromptu meeting’ was held of invited attendees (see Annex I) to discuss vocational
archaeological training and skills in the Scottish context, feeding into a workshop later the same
month in York at which the impact of HS2 would be considered.
Following a series of scene-setting talks from different perspectives (see Annex A), two
workshop sessions looked at the current situation and at the future, and explored roles and
responsibilities.
While there was an element of frustration from some perspectives at the slow progress in
improving vocational training in archaeology, but there was also optimism about the
groundwork that has already been laid, and the potential for players to get together and
progress with partnerships to take things forward.
Overall there was a surprisingly positive level of support for the event and for its aims, and the
event was a catalyst for useful discussions with Scottish academic and governmental bodies
who will be able to help.
The situation – key points from different perspectives
 Concern about supply (HS21; Landward2)
 Opportunity to link with major infrastructure projects (ATF3)
 Aspiration to develop skills & capacity at all levels (OPiT4)
 Opportunities for supply contract requirements for best practice (HS2)
 Opportunities to find longer-term solutions to problems of career entry and progression
(HS2)
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES FROM EDINBURGH WORKSHOP
Information
 There was a question of whether the HS2 Mace 2015 report5 (not seen by participants)
was the complete picture?

1

Unpublished paper from HS2, November 2015
CIfA/FAME 2015, Archaeological Market Survey [Federation of Archaeological Managers and Employers]
3
Archaeology Training Forum, draft Forward Plan, October 2015
4
Our Place in Time – the Historic Environment Strategy for Scotland, April 2014
5
Unpublished report for HS2, March 2015
2
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Skills and Knowledge Audit (SAS6; ATF; (HS2))



There was strong support for the proposal for a Skills and Knowledge Audit, to help
direct attention and resources

Training infrastructure analysis (SAS; ATF; (HS2))



It became apparent that there was a low level of detailed knowledge about the National
Occupational Standard (NOS) and of how it can help identify the characteristics of a
variety of archaeology practice

Benefits analysis (HS2)




There was an agreement that public benefit needs to be continually demonstrated
There is a need for political support, so an investment in this needs to be made

Promote importance of training (SAS)



It cannot be taken for granted that employers appreciate the need to invest in training,
and this message needs to be promoted

Systems and Frameworks
 It would be useful to compare the vocational archaeological situation with other
comparable professions, e.g. through CC Skills
 Having a career structure would be good!
Explore alternative vocational entry routes (ATF; HS2)





Pre-career training opportunities should be made available
Early retirees are a possible source of high-quality support for archaeology
There should routinely be an induction programme for new recruits

Develop apprenticeships (HE/CIfA/FAME 7)



Not clear how the new Apprenticeships Levy will work in Scotland

Review University vocational training







Commercial units and universities and colleges could/should work better together
In general there was support for more university-based vocational training
Can universities align undergraduate training to the NOS?
University post-graduate vocational training centres exist in France, so is this a model
that we could use in the UK?
There is much potential for using placements/sandwich years as part of the mix of
training archaeologists at the start of their careers

Better use of training infrastructure (ATF)




It was felt that more information needed on the structure of professional skills sets
People saw CIfA leadership as pivotal, e.g. on defining structure of professional skills =
career and training framework

Development of training standards (HS2)



There is room for standards for vocational training

Promote CPD (SAS)



6
7

CPD is vital, and employers should recognise its importance and the benefits

Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy, September 2015
Current initiative of Historic England, CIfA and FAME
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Develop NVQ, incl. Level 4 (SAS; HS2)




Could there be one, unified Skills Passport for everyone to use?
Could a Careers Passport be the next step after the basic Skills Passport?

Resources
 There are severe capacity issues in local authorities, and a concern about levels of
suitably trained and experienced archaeological advisors
 Can we influence the recently-announced next round of HLF Skills for the Future?
 Collaboration – we need to do this together.
 It would be useful to create a simple table to compare players vs roles
 There was general concern about threats to university archaeology departments
 This is not just about dirt archaeology and post-excavation processes, and is more than
just an issue for archaeological units
 Less good links have so far been made with colleges, but a link could be made with the
Engine Shed – Scotland’s Building Conservation Centre
 Major infrastructure projects like HS2 are a catalyst, but we should be looking for
longer-term solutions
Other thoughts
 Community training needs to be recognised as a specialist area in its own right
 Soft skills are required in addition to technical skills, esp. for management, H&S, etc.
 An archaeologist is for life, not just for HS2 – mid- to long-term sustainability is
important
 Good links can be made with SQA, CCSkills and Skills Development Scotland
(Apprenticeships), and with academic institutions
 An opportunity was mooted for training for non-UK staff – through e-learning through
Erasmus?

List of Annexes
A. Programme
B. Plenary notes
C. Notes from Workshop Table 1
D. Notes from Workshop Table 2
E. Notes from Workshop Table 3
F. Workshop Facilitators’ notes
G. Presentation 1: How we got here (Robin Turner, Historic Environment Scotland/ATF)
H. Presentation 2: A workforce perspective (David Connolly, BAJR)
I. Presentation 3: A university perspective (Prof. Jane Downes, UHI)
J. List of attendees
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ANNEX A: Workshop Programme
Aims of the event:
1. Review where we are with training archaeologists in Scotland
2. Assess current and future workforce issues
3. Consider approaches, including methods, roles and responsibilities
4. Forge links and collaborations to address issues raised

12.45 Refreshments
13.00 Welcome and scene setting

 How we got here – ATF, Archaeology Strategy and Infrastructure Initiatives (Robin
Turner) [Annex G]
13.20 Perspectives






Employers (Alan Leslie, FAME)
Workforce (David Connolly, BAJR) [Annex H]
Tertiary Education (Jane Downes, UHI) [Annex I]
Update from HS2 (Robin Turner) [Annex G]

14.00 Table discussions 1: Current issues related to archaeological training and skills [Annexes C-F]
14.40 Short refreshment break
14.50 Table discussions 2: Future issues; roles and responsibilities; and top three things to help
[Annexes C-F]
15.40 Plenary: Top three things to make a difference [Annex B]
15.50 Next steps and thanks
16.00 Close
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ANNEX B: Plenary notes
Note-taker Alex Adamson
Note –rather than put them in chronological order of the meeting, the notes are ordered using
some of the themes that were raised. Participants ranged from senior practicing archaeologists
to others outwith the profession, so some participants were more knowledgeable than others.
Some participants found it difficult to define:


what an archaeologist does/brings that is distinctive



the formal qualifications (if any) that are needed to be an archaeologist



the skills that are needed to enter employment as an archaeologist



the skills that new entrants need to learn in order to progress to other roles

 the roles within the profession and what is expected in them
These are fundamental questions that need to be answered in order to make progress on the
other sections. [INFO: the National Occupational Standards (NOS) are able to address some of
these points.]
The meeting focused on archaeological employment, against the background of the additional
demand likely to be generated by HS2 and large-scale housing development. However, we
need to think more widely than the commercial archaeological units. Many organisations in the
room employ archaeologists in roles which use their knowledge, but don’t involve the field
archaeology undertaken by the units.
Until we understand what jobs/roles are we trying to educate/train archaeologists for it will not
be possible to get the training right. The existing training within the profession is usually ad hoc
and non-standard, though the skills passport is seen to be having some success in addressing
some of these issues. Occupational standards can and should continue to be developed.
CPD needs to be better defined. Employers should see the development of their staff as part of
their responsibility. They should ensure that staff are given relevant opportunities to maintain
their existing skills and to develop new ones. Relevant skills should include nonfieldwork/technical ones (e.g., public speaking, community engagement, volunteer
management).
When HS2 and other large infrastructure projects come on stream, and start to put work out to
contract, it would be expected that they would respond well to a more clearly structured
profession, where it is easier to know what types of skills and roles they need to hire for bits of
work.
Universities
The number of university archaeology departments in Scotland is in danger of shrinking from
five to three. Given that many more graduates are produced than there are jobs, it is debatable
if this shrinkage is a bad thing. However, the universities generally are not running the courses
with the aim of training people to work in the profession. One key element of this is the virtual
elimination of fieldwork in some undergraduate courses, meaning that graduates lack practical
experience. The value of a humanities degree cannot be ignored, but perhaps the separation
between archaeology as a subject of general interest, and archaeology as a career needs to be
more clearly made. The curricula would be substantially different. It would be helpful if the
universities were involved in running short courses, or modules, which could be part of
employment-centred, CPD.
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Career Structure
There is very little in the way of career structure for field archaeologists, and a culture within
some universities means that practical experience is sometimes not valued.
The average working lifespan of an archaeologist was quoted as being three years.
Employment is usually short-term and insecure. Pay is poor, with little scope for progression.
Most graduates get to about 30 and give up trying to forge a career in the sector, perhaps
feeling that they wasted a decade.
Strategy
We need to be thinking about these questions not just for right now, or the next ten years, but
ideally 20, 30 or 50 years ahead. HS2 presents an opportunity to re-evaluate where we are, and
a shift in the supply-demand dynamic, but we must not make long-term plans based on a goldrush.
The strategy must aim to be sustainable, adaptable and future-proof – easy to say, but an
aspiration shared by HS2.
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ANNEX C: Notes from Workshop Table 1
Facilitator Alan Leslie; Note-taker Eila Macqueen
Table 1, Workshop Session 1 – Current Issues (40 minutes)
A. Formal Vocational Training
 What’s on offer? (what are the core skills and specialist areas)
 Does this relate to question of what’s an archaeologist?
 No formal path
 Accredited organisations but can’t enforce that
 Short term contracts
 Are NOS comprehensive enough?
 Allow for specialisms to be drawn out?
 Unreliable due to lack of resources
 Need to make archaeology more meaningful to a wider audience.
B. Skills
What skills define “an archaeologist”?
In the context of HS2, the fear appears to be mainly of a shortage of field staff or junior
managers that could work for commercial units.
But are those really the skills we should be privileging, looking into the future (e.g. a generation
away)? Is that the context within which most archaeologists will still be engaged, or is the
character of “the archaeologist” diversifying?
Is the key skill excavation? If so, does it require a University graduate to fulfil that role? The
discipline has seen a definite shift in recent years toward more community focused activity. Is
that likely to continue, or to increase and, if so, does that require the same skills as a
“commercial archaeologist”?
We need to ID the key roles, the key activities required of those roles, and thus the key missing
skills. That will mean considering issues such as whether or not the move to public archaeology
is a genuine sea change or a cynical business tactic (covering an income shortfall but only until
more lucrative commercial contracts are available again). Lot of community units don’t tender
for public archaeology elements.
In response to the question “Is the problem that we are not communicating what we can
do/should be doing well enough?”, one PoV was that archaeologists are very good at
communicating but opportunities to do more than the basic minimum are limited because
developers can’t (or won’t) afford it. An alternative PoV expressed was that there is a skills gap
in techniques of public engagement, leading to question over whether archaeologists should be
doing that job themselves, or working with specialists in public engagement.
 Individual responsibilities are important.
 What might a modern apprenticeship train people as?
 Intellectual snobbery in archaeology
 Need to map our sector against SCQF framework.
Vocational skills need to be on par with academic. Do we have too many people with academic
skills? Under-grads don’t know skills they will need for the future, specialisms within courses.
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Table 3, Workshop Session 2 – Future Options
A. Addressing Capacity and Supply – Skills audit and review
 Start with skills audit
 Map what people do against NOS
 Need to look at future skills
 Archaeologists (at least in early years) have to have a range of skills to be more
employable
B. Addressing Capacity and Supply – Options for training
C. Roles – Whose job is it anyway, and what part should they play?
 HS2 may give opportunities to shape future.
 Beef up local authorities along HS2 route?
 options for training
 CCS have funding to look at skills (sector skills councils)
 Look to examples in sports sector & relationship w/ sector skills council.
 Role for CCS in taking lead.
D. Top Three Ideas to make a difference
An audit of the need – a formal assessment of the “skills shortage”, from which it will be
feasible to predict actual training needs for the next 10 years on an evidentiary basis (or at least
on a basis which is predicated on explicit criteria), with the significant caveat that sustainable
employability must be at the heart of any emergent training provision proposals.
Encouragement of more structured CPD for profession (possibly through CIfA, though
representation could be an issue here).
Training centre – if the profession requires specific skills (e.g. particular to commercial units,
and/or local authority archaeology roles) consider the potential for commercial units, perhaps
supported by Government, to establish a self-designed and co-funded entity to deliver on this
need. It may be possible to find partnerships with the HE sector on this, if that is deemed
desirable - for example in relation to accreditation – and a suitable funding package might
render that more readily deliverable (not least as it may require specific recruitment, if existing
University staff do not possess the skill sets pertinent to delivery of such targeted training).
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ANNEX D: Notes from Workshop Table 2
Facilitator Peter Connelly; Note-taker Simon Stronach
Table 2, Workshop Session 1 – Current Issues
A. Formal Vocational Training
Where are we? – There was general agreement that there are problems with the current
position; technical skills lacking and ad hoc training for entry level fieldwork staff being
highlighted. It was discussed that commercial employers looked for new employees (in particular
graduates) to have had some basic introduction into fieldwork techniques (‘to know one end of
a trowel from another’). After that it was primarily up to employers to either provide on the job
training or access to training opportunities to willing employees. It was noted that the amount of
competition for commercial work, and restricted profit margins, made the provision of either
difficult for many organisations. Currently there may be good intentions but training is generally
delivered in an ad hoc, fractured and unstructured manner.
Although there was a low level awareness of NVQs and the National Occupational Standards
(NOS) there was confusion and a general lack of knowledge about what NVQs were and what
they taught; the same was true of NOS. The majority of the people around the table were not
using, or actively involved in, the NVQ and NOS process.
There was a general feeling that NVQs and the use of the NOS, and other proposed approaches
such as Skills Passports and Apprenticeships, would be useful but it may be best to have a single,
robust system for fieldworkers with a lot of effort put into raising its profile and increasing its
uptake and use. The table felt that a standardised “skills passport”, or similar, recognised across
the whole of the archaeology profession could only be a good thing. This would hopefully
mitigate against the ad hoc, fractured and unstructured nature of training and make
comparators, as well as pathways, easier.
With regard to archaeologists further up the ‘career ladder’ there was less agreement. It was
mooted that a ‘Careers Passport’ might be useful. But other members noted that this might
overlap with the functions of the CIfA CPD/PDP system. Others noted the variability of
archaeological careers and that mapping them out too tightly might be counter-productive. All
agreed that a robust system for keeping track of skills and experience was important.
It was noted that other countries (France) have tertiary education courses specifically targeted
at producing graduates for vocational archaeology, and that these were very successful (in terms
of subscription levels and employment opportunities for graduates).
There was some discussion about the contrast with UK Archaeology courses at University, where
it appears that only a minority of graduates (c.10 - 15%) move into the vocation. There was a
short discussion about how we could try to align the training of this 10 – 15% of graduates to
career trajectory training (CPD/skills passport) in the profession but time was short and no detail
gained.
B. Skills
There was some discussion that there were many gaps in skills and we had a general grasp of
where these were. However, there was also some discussion that this grasp may be poorly
informed or subjective – in particular, that people may be quick to identify gaps in their hard
skills but less likely to recognise gaps in soft skills (such as time management). It was also noted
that employees’ perceptions of gaps may differ from their employer’s and this would have
approached with some thought in any audit.
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Two members of the group were firmly in favour of an audit. Two were more cautious – voicing
concern that it would be a ‘paper’ exercise unless there was a clear methodology that produced
objective results and a plan for acting to address identified gaps.

Table 2, Workshop Session 2 – Future Options
A. Addressing Capacity and Supply – Skills audit and review
In regards to a skills audit, in general it was thought if it were to happen CIfA should have a key
role in leading the audit and that the involvement of ALGAO – i.e. assessing the skills of curators
– was very important too.
B. Addressing Capacity and Supply – Options for training
There was little discussion about the detail of the particular training options set out in the brief
as most members of the group had little grasp of the detail of each option. The comments during
Session 1 Section A about a general confusion regarding these different schemes, and a desire
that they should be replaced with a single scheme with more energy injected into its profile and
use, were re-articulated by some members.
On capacity and supply there was discussion of the group’s experience of other schemes
(Terminal 5) and in other countries (Ireland and Germany) – in particular on the use of
archaeologists from other EU countries to help deliver projects. This should in theory help with
oversupply when the demand eases in the UK; presuming it is replaced by demand elsewhere in
the EU. No objections were raised to the drawing of labour from other countries, and it was
recognised that this may be beneficial - introducing new techniques and ideas.
It was also discussed that a consistent fieldwork skills framework that new recruits could be fitted
into would make projects much easier to manage, improve consistency and assist individuals’
training/skills.


There was comment that for the Skills Passport to work it would need to be universally
recognised.



There was very little comment on the NVQ Level 4 because of lack of detail and
understanding.



Apprenticeships could have a positive impact. Could they be linked to degrees?



The challenge for embedding training into the sector is always going to be funding.
Whatever training path is taken into the future it needs to be cost effective and succinct
for the both the employee and employer or it leads to noticeable rewards for both.
There was a discussion that the use of Skills Passport/NVQs/Apprenticeships would be driven by
demand, linked to funding/cost, and whatever approach was followed the details needed to be
made clearer.
C. Roles – Whose job is it anyway, and what part should they play?
A very brief description of the roles the named organisations should adopt was agreed by the
group as follows:


Contractors – delivery of much of the needed fieldwork skills beyond a basic level, best
placed to deliver vocational training
10
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Universities and Colleges – a role introducing basic fieldwork skills alongside theory to
undergraduates or specific and advanced courses aimed at specialists. They could offer
skills training relevant to post-university employers and this could be carried out in
conjunction with Contractors



National Agencies – support and leadership



National Infrastructure Bodies – funding (along with other developers this is where
money to pay for skills/training will come from, probably through margins made on
projects rather than directly. Although direct cash injection for training from national
infrastructure bodies would help mitigate capacity issues and be a catalyst (not the
answer) to deal with other training issues identified)



Qualification and skills development bodies – support



Museums and Archives – fundamental supporting role



Local Authorities – support but recognised as politically crucial



Professional Institutes – leadership (it was articulated by most members of the group that
CIfA should assume a leadership role)



Trades Unions – not recognised as having a strong role in our sector



NGOs – as above



Who else? – it was discussed that politicians and lobbying were very important.

D. Top Three Ideas to make a difference
All the ideas advanced as follows:


Engaging the political class



More back and forth movement between higher/further education (universities etc.) and
employers throughout careers



Better integration of cross-sectoral training



Train pre-career with courses and field opportunities



‘Standard’ training across sector that is widely recognised



Career progressions unzipped



Agreeing one fieldwork skills framework industry-wide



Obligatory use of the agreed skills framework enforced by CIfA



A drive to recruit early retirees (older people)



Apprenticeships – vocational training



Funding for training.
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ANNEX E: Notes from Workshop Table 3
Facilitator Kirsty Lingstadt; Note-taker Andrea Smith
Workshop Session 1 – Current Issues
Workshop Session 2 – Future Options
Discussions 1 & 2 – Current issues of concern, (moving into future issues, roles &
responsibilities)
The table agreed that there had been a movement away from the profession during the
recession, not only through people leaving but also through a drop in new entrants – there are
simply not enough skilled and experienced people around to staff projects of HS2 scale. This
shortfall can be seen throughout all areas of work from fieldwork to artefact specialism.
We considered HS2 a similar situation to the massive road building programme in Ireland – the
speed with which archaeology programme has to ramp up means that market forces will supply
workers for jobs but these will come from outside UK if the home labour market cannot supply
enough. No training programme can supply sufficient people quickly enough but can use HS2 as
a stimulus and proving ground for longer term skills & training programmes.
It was pointed out that the skills for the future training programme has brought several
hundred people into the archaeological profession via non-traditional avenues. Given a
worrying decline in student numbers, there is obviously a need to provide routes into
archaeology other than studying for a degree.
We agreed that HS2 provides opportunity & momentum and will also provide some funding,
although not as much as the engineers who are getting a college!
There was some discussion as to why this was, archaeology being seen as small fry compared to
engineering etc.
The table agreed that there were two issues to face here: firstly the response to HS2 and
secondly the issue of skills in Scotland.
There was concern with how to make Scottish learning institutions more attractive to students
from all over the UK; there is a need to produce people with flexible and transferable skills,
because there are so many potential career routes even within archaeology. The use of
professional placements within degree courses produces more employable graduates, perhaps
the way forward is more of a mixture of traditional and non-traditional pathways into
archaeology. We all agreed that there needed to be more movement in and out of education &
work, with placements, on the job training, CPD & post-graduate study throughout a career.
There is the potential for local learning centres that could deliver specific qualifications &
training. A modular approach from school into work was also an interesting idea.
Some universities still get more funding than others, but it was noted that the UHI works very
differently from traditional universities. Many universities are getting interested in offering
other qualifications such as NVQs. It was observed that although placements are a good thing
for the student and university, it can be quite a burden for employers to supervise & provide
for an extra person from whom they cannot expect to get much work. Universities need to
consider this when arranging placements.
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Discussion moved to the skills audit – did we need one? Table agreed that we did, but need to
make sure we cover the right people, and we do need this specific information for any funding
bid.
There was a feeling that any funding bid would also need to show what the career routes would
be for people coming out of the scheme. The audit could also help to identify career
opportunities and development.
It was noted that CIfA are also currently considering what chartership is and different paths to
individual chartership, this process can also feed into these ideas about routes into and through
an archaeological career. The need was noted for greater consistency of training across the
historic environment and cultural sector. All agreed that there could probably be more effective
use of resources as there is a lack of coordination on training and CPD at present.
It was suggested we should also consider not just training from scratch but also looking at
getting people back in to the profession – looking at their needs for refreshing skills. Why is
Engine Shed considering only narrow range of skills & training – should be hub/collaboration
point for HE training overall.
D. Top Three Ideas to make a difference
Simplification/consistency – We need a more consistent framework that training providers
and participants can subscribe to. Mapping the curriculum to include all potential qualifications
& CPD, can then place any given module or piece of training where it relates from NVQ, predegree, degree or equivalent, CPD. UHI have done work on skills that could be used in this
mapping process. It was pointed out a 12-point framework already exists (Academic and
learning framework) as a potential model.
Skills audit – should include those who have left the profession, also include resource mapping
so that we know what we need. It was noted that there are funds in the Scottish Archaeology
Strategy pot for skills audit – should go to ATF.
Increased collaboration – HES needs to take a lead. We don’t need more infrastructure but we
might need more capacity. Ideally a post of coordinator/hub that can help use existing
infrastructure better. We are all aware of when ‘everyone’ signs up, what we actually need
some single person/organisation to drive things forward.
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ANNEX F: Workshop Facilitators’ Notes – circulated to Facilitators before the
event
For each table there will be print-outs (one page, double-sided) related to: 1) recent reports
and 2) HS2 research, along with 3) the ATF SWOT/PESTLE and 4) the Archaeology Strategy
delivery ideas. During the workshop sessions we want to consider and build on all this thinking.

Aims of the event:
1. Review where we are with training archaeologists in Scotland
2. Assess current and future workforce issues
3. Consider approaches, including methods, roles and responsibilities
4. Forge links and collaborations to address issues raised

Workshop Session 1 – Current Issues (40 minutes)
This session should look at the status quo: how we’re doing with regard to:
A. Formal Vocational Training
 CPD programmes/opportunities – are they sufficient?
 NVQs and NOS – how much are we using them? Should we use them more?
 What other approaches should we be looking at, e.g. Skills Passports?; Apprenticeships?
B. Skills
 Do we have a grasp of where any gaps are?
 Should there be an audit of archaeological skills in Scotland, and beyond?

Workshop Session 2 – Future Options (PTO)
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Workshop Session 2 – Future Options (50 minutes – including Top Three Ideas)
This session should look at the ideas from Session 1, and consider the impact of HS2 and other
major infrastructure projects. The session will also elicit opinions on who should be doing what,
and ideally commitments from bodies present to take things forward. It should finish with 10
minutes on the Top Three Ideas from the table (see below).
The discussion should relate to:
A. Addressing Capacity and Supply – Skills audit and review
 Support for an archaeological skills audit and subsequent review?
B. Addressing Capacity and Supply – Options for training
 Skills Passports
 NVQ Level 4?
 Apprenticeships
 Embedding training into the sector – challenges
C. Roles – Whose job is it anyway, and what part should they play?
 Contractors
 Universities and Colleges
 National Agencies
 National Infrastructure Bodies
 Qualification and skills development bodies
 Museums and Archives
 Local Authorities
 Professional Institutes
 Trades Unions
 Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)
 Who else?
D. Top Three Ideas to make a difference
A wish list from your table. Spend the last 10 minutes on this; make sure everyone contributes,
e.g. 1-minute writing on a post-it, followed by a quick round-table, with note-taker making a
tally of ideas. Facilitators will report back on this (2-3 minutes) for each table.
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ANNEX G: Presentation 1 – How we got here
Robin Turner, Historic Environment Scotland

Archaeological Skills and Training Workshop
Tuesday 17th November 2015 12.45–16.00
Historic Environment Scotland, John Sinclair House, Edinburgh EH8 9NX
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Aims of the event:
1. Review where we are with training archaeologists in Scotland

2. Assess current and future workforce issues
3. Consider approaches, including methods, roles and
responsibilities
4. Forge links and collaborations to address issues raised

How the event will work


Views from different perspectives



Table discussions – with facilitators and note-takers



What needs to be done



Who needs to act

A – CROSS-CUTTING STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
Develop the skills and capacity at all levels
that are needed to manage, nurture and enjoy
the historic environment across all our
communities.
‘The challenge of maintaining and enhancing skills,
addressing the current skills gap and ensuring effective
succession planning in light of reducing resources will be a
future priority. We need a clear focus on capacity building
initiatives.’
‘To ensure the appropriate care, management and
promotion of our historic environment we need to support
the many professional and specialist skills required to carry
out this work, ensuring that they are made available across
the sector. There is also a need to upgrade existing skills
and develop, deliver, and accredit new skills across the
public, private and third sectors.’

I. Lead - Lead and Enable
•helping people to develop new skills and
knowledge to benefit their personal growth,
wellbeing, and prospects of employment.

III. Protect – protect and care
d. We will help to ensure that the appropriate
advice, knowledge, skills and materials are
available to sustain Scotland's historic
environment into the future.
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Delivery ideas - Skills
• Skills and Knowledge Review and Audit
• Develop vocational training infrastructure

• Promote CPD training programmes
• Further develop and promote NVQ in Archaeological Practice

• Develop apprenticeship scheme
• Support work of Archaeology Training Forum
• Promote importance of skills and mechanisms for gaining them

ATF Forward Plan 2016-19 (draft)


prioritises the development of career-entry provision and
alternative routes into archaeology;



includes a Skills and Knowledge Audit among its actions – to
provide an evidence base for the UK;



proposes an audit/survey of training delivery across the UK;



suggests ATF would like to work with infrastructure projects
(HS2 mentioned in particular) to realise opportunities for
changing practice.

Historic England research (in progress)


HE is concerned with the lack (to be quantified) of archaeological
skills in the sector;



they perceive a problem of training not being widely available, but
support training themselves through their Specialist Work-based
Training project and support for the Apprenticeships Standard
development project;



they recognise that a strategic approach is required for the sector,
to develop improved training mechanisms and effect other changes
in working practice;



they are aware that further research is needed; and



they are aware that the problem may affect supply in other parts of
the UK and beyond.
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Skills Headlines for 2015:





Rapid recovery and expansion
Expect to maintain or increase staffing levels
Fieldwork skills especially in demand
Skills gaps being tacked by investment in
training
 Concern re local planning authority staffing

Areas HS2 Ltd are exploring:


including the historic environment within HS2’s wider skills strategy;



sector training models such as apprenticeships and other professional
development schemes;



forecasting, measuring and monitoring of capacity;



setting supply contract requirements for best practice in training,
graduate remuneration and professional standards;



working with current sector initiatives and training providers,
including universities;



benefit analysis – measuring the effects of the project on the
development of UK skills in engineering and associated disciplines.

HS2 Analysis 1:
Published and ongoing research points to the following as the chief causes of
sector concern in relation to current and future capacity:


A short and medium term capacity shortage for archaeologists across the
UK



A particular shortage of field archaeologists, archaeological specialists
and mid-range managers



The need to develop alternative routes to practice



The need for more data on capacity (including in relation to nonarchaeological historic environment skills – built heritage, landscape, IT
based, museum based, archiving) and capacity requirements



The need for agreed standards in skills delivery
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HS2 Analysis 2:
Solutions already being developed by the sector are:


The National Occupational Standard for Archaeology, and the associated
National Vocational Qualifications up to Level 4



A Historic Environment Apprenticeship standard and infrastructure (sector
employers, Historic England (HE), FAME, CIfA)



Sector skills surveys (CIfA, FAME, HE)



Work-based programmes for skills development (HLF through CIfA and CBA, HE,
RCAHMS/Historic Scotland (now Historic Environment Scotland (HES)), etc.



Training guidance for fieldwork skills (the BAJR Skills Passport, Training Toolkit
CIfA)



Training programmes developed in-house by commercial archaeological
organisations (FAME)



Accreditation for university degrees that offer fieldwork and other applied skills
(CIfA)

HS2 Proposed Headline Objectives
Headline Objective 02: Delivery of the works will inspire the next generation of historic
environment professionals and stimulate the development of skills in the sector, leaving a
legacy of trained professionals and high quality, sustainable training practice.
Over the last 6 to 8 years there has been a decline in numbers of practicing historic
environment professionals in the UK, largely due to the global recession and declining uptake
of university places (particularly in archaeology). As well as posing a risk to the delivery of the
project the reduction in numbers is also an issue for the delivery of archaeological and other
historic environment projects across the UK, particularly where these relate to major
infrastructure schemes. In this environment, the delivery of Phase One works offers the
potential to create new jobs in the sector, attract emerging graduates and inspire people to
move into the profession.
Given the potential public benefit that could be achieved by delivering this objective HS2 Ltd is
determined to ensure that its project helps develops capacity in the sector; particularly given
the need to address similar issues should Phase Two of HS2 come forward. Specific Objectives
have been established [note: not yet completed] to ensure that relevant measures are
implemented to meet this objective and that outcomes are recorded and measured.
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Where next:


Write up notes



Take ideas to ATF/HS2 meeting in York



Feed into ATF/Archaeology Strategy
Forward Plans



Think about what you can do to help

Archaeological Skills and Training Workshop
Tuesday 17th November 2015 12.45–16.00
Historic Environment Scotland, John Sinclair House, Edinburgh EH8 9NX

Thanks for your input
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ANNEX H: Presentation 2 – A workforce perspective
David Connolly, BAJR

Skills and Training
Workforce

Current Training
•
•
•
•
•

Ad hoc
On-site
Non transferrable
Unrecorded
Time limited

BAJR
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Future workforce issues
•
•
•
•
•

Loss of Skilled Archaeologists
Loss of process knowledge
Resulting in gradual deskilling
New entrants are unclear of roles
No real opportunities to advance with
standardised gateways to career progression.

BAJR

Methods, roles and responsibilities
• Solutions to meet Issues
• Standardised training goals for fieldwork staff
• Recognised roles and descriptions for positions (
names don’t matter)
• Clear responsibilities and what these entail for
each level

BAJR

Forge links

BAJR

• Archaeology is a discipline that can gain from
external training
• Survey, Geomorphology, Geology,
Photography, Illustration, etc. All of these
exist with formal training programmes already
• Use the Skills Passport as a basis
for minimum requirements
• Open up the discipline
23
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Conclusion
• Grasp the nettle
BAJR
• Use the Potential investment to all our
benefits
• Invest in future archaeologists
• Formal training as standard prior to employment
• Training during employment
• Skills Passport to be the basis for a career that spans
more than 3 years
• Advancement and Opportunities
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ANNEX I: Presentation 3 – A university perspective
Prof. Jane Downes, UHI

Archaeology Skills, Training & Employability
A Tertiary Education Perspective
Prof. Jane Downes

Teaching archaeology
• Archaeology has been taught at
universities for over a century
• And teaching and learning methods and
philosophies have changed greatly

Introduction
Director of the UHI
Archaeology Institute, talking
primarily from perspective as
an HE provider, but also
experience as an employer
(director of ORCA), and as a
professional. Mention recent
learning of GIS in terms of
continuing CPD – the need for
skills and training isn’t purely
for students or diggers
• Universities have taught
archaeology for over a
century – and over this
time teaching and
learning philosophies
have changed greatly.
• So to have the aims of
that teaching – the key
learning outcomes and
the skills that we wish our
graduates to leave with
N.B. Image is of Dr John
Waechter giving a lecture at
the UCL Institute of
Archaeology in 1958-59.
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Tertiary Education Landscape in Scotland
•
• Degree programmes at 4 or 5 universities
• Small departments
• Decline in u/grad numbers cross-UK
• Separation of units
• Loss of Adult Learning/Continuing education
• Impetus for connections between Schools and Universities- Highers

Skills shortage in archaeology

A skills shortage in archaeology?

• However, despite
archaeology’s continued
position as a graduate
profession - as seen by the
qualifications of those
currently working in
archaeology, as well as
through examination of
current job adverts for
archaeological positions
• There is a well established
divide between what
employers need from
graduates in early career
positions (site assistant etc.)
and what HE degrees
traditionally provide.
• As Aitchison and RocksMacqueen stated in their
2012-13 profile of the
profession, “Training has long
been an area of considerable
concern for the
archaeological profession”
• This has long been linked to
the lack of field experience

archaeological profession”
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Undergraduate degree provision

outside archaeology
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• Carter & Robinson (1992) and
Aitchison and RockMacqueen (2013) have
identified the lack of a
standard skills-profile for a
professional archaeologist in
the UK
• This means that standard BAs
in Archaeology have to
provide a broad and
inherently generalist
foundation for further
development
• There is clearly a requirement
to tie archaeology graduate
skills with employer needs –
and one way of tackling this
would be to increase the
amount of fieldwork
and practical involved
• However with so many career
paths, and with a significant
number of archaeology
students using the degree
purely as a humanities
degree (prior to unrelated
graduate careers or
conversions) tying all this
together is a real challenge
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• This is often seen as being
linked to the lack of fieldexperience that most
graduates leave university
with – with the majority of
university departments still
only requiring between 1-4
weeks of fieldwork during the
degree
• However it also relates to
continued professional
development of
archaeologists,

Lack of practical experience?

Bursaries for students to gain fieldwork experience

The problems with skills & training
Aitchison and Rock-Macqueen identified key factors as;
• an underdeveloped professional career structure
• a lack of formal or in some cases informal training
• inadequate documentation of the skills required to practice in a given
role
• insufficient value being placed on training
• insufficient resources given to training
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• However this shortage of
skills also relates critically to
poor or insufficient CPD – as
Aitchison & Rock-Macqueen
identify;
• And both here, and with
graduate skills, university
departments have both a
huge role to play, and huge
potential to offer
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Taught postgraduate degree provision
• Postgraduate degrees offer
specialisation
• Opportunities for career
development – whether
academic or professional
• Need flexibility of delivery –
part-time or full-time; distancelearning or residential

Taught postgraduate degree provision
• UHI have offered a masters in
archaeological practice for close
to a decade
• Focus upon practical skills and
their application
• Incorporates a 3-month
professional placement

Research Degrees
• Masters by Research – 1 year FT study
• M Phil
• PhD
• All valuable as allow for in depth research
and applied research, and include training
Funding: AHRC Block Grants, Collaborative
Doctoral Partnerships, Applied Research
Collaborations
Carnegie, Leverhulme, EU etc and
University & stakeholder partnerships
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• The CIfA have offered an NVQ
in Archaeological Practice for
several years, and this is
currently being transferred
from EDI to the Scottish
Qualifications Authority

Vocational Qualifications (NVQ)
• NVQ Archaeological Practice
• Developed by Archaeology Training Forum
and awarded by the Scottish Qualifications
Authority
• First awarded in 2009 by University of
Southampton
• Integration with existing degrees (e.g. BA
(Hons) or MSc

Continuing Professional Development
• Short courses offered by collaborations
between educators and professional
units
• In England the partnership between
Staffordshire University’s Centre for
Archaeology and the CIfA is a good
example of this
• Wide range of short CPD courses
offered

Continuing Professional Development
Short, focussed, courses to provide skills training, e.g.;

• Geophysical Survey
• GIS
• Zooarchaeology
• Geoarchaeology

Huge potential in Scotland!

• Laser scanning

…huge potential!
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In Sum
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ANNEX J: List of Attendees
Organisation
Archaeology Scotland-

Edinburgh University
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland
Society of Museum Archaeologists
University of the Highlands & Islands

Invitee
Eila Macqueen
Alan Leslie
Alex Adamson
Colin Tennant
Charles Strang
Doug Rocks-Macqueen
Val Turner
Warren Bailie
Guillaume Robin
Peter Connelly
Lisa Brown
Simon Stronach
David Connolly
Deborah Anderson
Andrea Smith
Jim Crow
Simon Gilmour
Kirsty Lingstadt
Jane Downes

Historic Environment Scotland (HES)

Robin Turner

Federation of Archaeological Managers and Employers (FAME)
Historic Environment Scotland (HES)
Historic Environment Scotland (HES)
Institute of Historic Building Conservation (IHBC)

Profiling the Profession
Association of Local Government Archaeological Officers

CIfA Scottish Group
Edinburgh University
Federation of Archaeological Managers and Employers (FAME)
Historic Environment Scotland (HES)

Scottish Strategic Archaeology Committee
British Archaeological Jobs Resource BAJR)
Council for British Archaeology (CBA)
Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA) Scottish Group
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